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A place that will take you from NOW to NEXT, that will help you build the future of your company.

A place singled out for its excellence by the IACC and the European Eco-Label.

A place that will let you WORK, EAT, RELAX, CONNECT, EXPLORE...
ECO

LES FONTAINES BELIEVES THAT “ECO-COMMITMENT” IS NOT A FANCY CORPORATE BUZZWORD.

From our eco-certified processes and buildings to the 52 hectares of our preserved grounds, Les Fontaines lives with nature, works for nature. So can you: Take a walk around the lake, discover our ecosystem, help us preserve it…or just take a deep breath and smell the freshly cut grass. This what “eco-commitment” feels like, at Les Fontaines.

/ First European business campus to be awarded European Ecolabel status
/ Recognized as Green Star, Gold Level, by IACC
/ Certified ISO 14001 by BSI
/ Geothermal energy for heating and cooling
/ Campus electricity comes 100% from renewable sources

MEET

ALL OF LES FONTAINES’ EXTENSIVE MEETING FACILITIES - PLUS THE WHOLE CHÂTEAU AND ITS GROUNDS - CAN AND WILL BE CONFIGURED TO MATCH THE NEEDS OF YOUR SPECIFIC EVENT.

/ A Forum with:
  - 60 conference rooms, from 22 to 120 m²
  - A 240m² Ballroom
  - Three Atriums with plenary and break-out rooms
  - “Les Ateliers”, four glass-walled lofts at treetop level, with 100 m² private terraces
  - A 450 seat Auditorium, with a 21m cinemascop screen
  - A Café to meet and greet
/ An Executive Corner in the heart of the Château
/ “La Ferme Normande”, a singular Normandy Villa hidden in the Park, for groups of up to 30 people
/ Large modular spaces, allowing for indoor and outdoor team building
/ A team of Event Managers and an ecosystem of partners to make your event unique (event and interior design, scribing, facilitation, AV production…)
/ Fifteen years of experience

60
MEETING ROOMS
from 5 to 115 people

TECH

CAPGEMINI HAS BEEN AT THE TECH FOREFRONT FOR 50 YEARS, DRIVEN BY ONE PHILOSOPHY: RESULTS COUNT, PEOPLE MATTER. AT LES FONTAINES, CAPGEMINI PROVIDES YOU WITH THE CUTTING-EDGE TECHNOLOGY THAT LETS YOUR TEAMS WORK COLLABORATIVELY.

/ Latest technology screens in all meeting rooms (1/3 being touch screens)
/ Remote collaborative work thanks to 6 Microsoft Surface Hubs and videoconferencing equipment
/ High-Definition AV in the Ballroom and Auditorium
/ Free High Density WiFi across the venue
/ In-house IT and multimedia support teams
/ In-house video and sound engineers (vox-pops, clips, prez tech…)
/ Internet TV channel and a mobile app for Campus information and services

450
SEAT AUDITORIUM
Hermes-designed seats
EAT

FRENCH GASTRONOMY SERVED IN A ROTHSCILD CHÂTEAU, FLEXIBLE CATERING FOR ALL TASTES... AND A SWEET SPOT FOR DESSERTS: LES FONTAINES IS IN CHANTILLY, AFTER ALL.

/ Two Château floors dedicated to dining areas
/ The Château bar
/ Private lounges
/ Terraces and rooftops from April to October
/ Unique garden parties overlooking the lake or at the Ferme Normande
/ "Crème Chantilly" animation for afternoon breaks
/ "Le Fontaine": The campus dessert specialty, a smooth and simple Classic in three flavors, Valrhona Chocolate, Pistachio, and Madagascar Vanilla
... always with local and seasonal products.

SLEEP

300 ROOMS IN 7 VILLAGES IN THE HEART OF THE PARK: CHIC ITALIAN DESIGN, SIMPLICITY AND REFINEMENT - AND A NONPARÉLLEL SILENCE QUALITY.

Five suites, 23 superior rooms, 272 classic rooms (including 7 for people with reduced mobility) nestled in the park,
/ all eco-designed, all with geothermal heating and cooling system,
/ all with High Density WiFi, flat screen TV, safe, bedside USB charging plugs

Yet all different:
/ Room 1403, 4th floor in Villa 1? The one closest to the Forum, with all three views of the domain - Château, forum, lake
/ A room in Villa 7, among the trees? A family of foxes lives just behind it.

SWIM

INDOOR SWIMMING POOL, TENNIS COURTS, FULLY EQUIPPED FITNESS ROOMS, STEAM ROOM AND SAUNA, PÊTANQUE GROUND, SOCCER AND RUGBY FIELD, FITNESS TRAIL... THIS IS WHAT ONE EXPECTS IN A PLACE LIKE LES FONTAINES.

BUT WHAT ONE DOES NOT EXPECT: A private forest of 52 hectares - twice larger than "Le Luxembourg", Paris largest intramuros park - where one can:
/ jog around the mist-covered lake at sunrise
/ join a coach-directed sport session after work
/ hike, bike on the domain’s free self-serve bicycles
/ leisurely stroll around the private lake
/ observe a protected fauna and flora on a guided loop
/ discover the Château's follies: The Spring, the Baroness' Grotto...
RELAX

ALL WORK AND NO PLAY... LES FONTAINES WAS CREATED BY THE ROTHSCILDS FOR LEISURE, USED BY THE JESUITS FOR STUDY, REINVENTED BY CAPGEMINI FOR BOTH.

After a day of meeting and reflection, Les Fontaines lets its guests relax, socialize, enjoy a well-deserved break. The venue has several lounges, each with a distinctive atmosphere:

/ the Forum Bar, for a quick informal drink.
/ in the Château: the Salon with its grand piano, the Bar & Lounge, and the Winter Garden of the Baroness.

And in the milder months, informal discussions continue on the terraces and rooftops.

THINK

FROM THE ROTHSCILDS TO THE JESUITS, TWO CENTURIES OF INTELLECTUAL PURSUITS. "IL EST DES LIEUX OÙ SOUFFLE L’ESPRIT”

Designed by the landscape architect Berthaud in the late 18th century, the northern part of the park – surrounding the lake – was planned as an English Garden adorned with small factories.

With the Rothschilds, in the late 19th century, the Domain acquired its present size (130 acres). Its diverse landscape and its Château, an architectural folly built on a metal structure similar to that of the Eiffel Tower.

Made famous by the Society of Jesus in the 20th century, the Les Fontaines Cultural Center was patronized by many representatives of the international civil and spiritual society.

Reconstructed and restored by the Capgemini Group in the early 21st century, Les Fontaines pursues the lofty goals of its previous owners: To revitalize and federate talent, facilitate multidisciplinary exchanges, stimulate commitment and innovation for participants from across the world.

EXPERIENCE

A typical GUEST EXPERIENCE at les Fontaines:
/ WAKE UP with early morning light, GEESE flying South, freshly cut grass and forest sounds
/ WALK from villa to the Château, on ZEN GARDEN gangways
/ BREAKFAST overlooking the LAKE
/ WORK collaboratively in the FORUM, from light-filled meeting rooms to 450-seat auditorium
/ LUNCH at the CHÂTEAU
/ RUN AND LAUGH in team-building activity
/ TASTE dinner and a magical evening, in a memorable setting
/ Fall asleep in eco-room, in PURE SILENCE

PRIVATE LOUNGES
in the Château

#experiencelesfontaines
CAMPUS SERGE KAMPF LES FONTAINES
67 route de Chantilly, 60270 Gouvieux France
latitude -49.1919554, longitude -2.4479556
Tel.: +33 (0)3 44 62 91 00
www.les-fontaines.com

BY CAR
Motorway A1 – Exit N°7 from Paris, exit N°8 from Lille
Motorway A16 – Exit Champagne sur Oise
Nationale N16 – Exit Chantilly

BY TRAIN
Gare de Chantilly-Gouvieux

DURATION OF TRANSPORTATION:
45min from Paris by car
25min from Paris Gare du Nord
25min from Roissy Charles de Gaulle
5min from Chantilly Railway Station